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Polariza8on	Smörgåsbord				
•  Primordial	B-modes:	gravity	ac8ng	on	quantum	scales.	
•  Independent	assessment	of	cosmological	parameters	
•  H0		
•  Isocurvature	modes	from	EE;	the	lowest	hanging	fruit?	
•  Tes8ng	GR	through	the	growth	of	structure.	
•  Calibra8ng	LSST	lensing	and	other	surveys.	
•  Mass	bias	for	quasars,	radio	sources,	through	lensing…		
•  Halo	masses	through	stacking	and	lensing.		
•  Cosmic	ioniza8on	history.	
•  Axion	gauge-field/gravita8onal	leptogenesis	(?!)	
•  …..	
•  Something	new!	

Why	do	it?			
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Planck		67+/-	0.9	
WMAP	70	+/-	2.2	
WMAP+ACT		68.5	+/-2	
WMAP+SPT		70.5	+/-	1.6	
ACT	(T+P)	67.3	+/-	3.6	
SPT	(T)	~74+/3.5	
D	ladder	73.2+/-1.7		

Planck	team	
Hinshaw	et	al	2013	
Calabrese	et	al	2017	
Calabrese	et	al	2017	
Louis	et	al	2016	
Aylor	et	al	2017	
Riess	et	al	2017		

km/sec/Mpc	

Just	CMB	+	LCDM			to	“powerpoint”	accuracy.	
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Lots	of	progress	in	the	past	few	years		
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110	uK	

TB?	



SPT
BICEP/KECK

ACT

PBEAR

CLASS

From	Paky	Ho	

Fielded	ground-based	experiments	in	the	process	of/
or	exceeding	Planck	sensi8vity.	

Balloons:	SPIDER,	EBEX10K,	PIPER,	LSPE	
Ground:	QUBIC,	ABS,	QUIJOTE,	B-machine,	GroundBIRD,	GreenPol	

Satellite:	PIXIE,	LiteBIRD,	CORE-f	



ACT/SO	neighborhood	

Credit:	Simons	Founda8on,	Director	Debra	Kellner,	Image	Yvan	Neault	
AdvACT:	Suzanne	Staggs	PI,	Mark	Devlin	co-director	

SO	Spokesperson:	Mark	Devlin	>	Adrian	Lee>	Suzanne	Staggs	

Movie	proprietary	



ACT	Optics	

From	Thornton	et	al.	(2016)	
Detectors	

Cryogenic	op/cs	



Cross-Section 

 

New	an8-reflec8on	coated	silicon	op8cs	and	
HWPs	in	the	field.	

Duka	et	al.	2014	

Jeff	McMahon’s	group	
at	U.	Michigan.	



Light

Backshort (BS)
BS cavity

Detector wafer

WIP

Feedhorn

Wafer stack

NIST	proprietary	pictures	removed	



150 mm

AdvACT detector Wafer PA4

Figures courtesy of NIST

1.3 mm

•  506 pixels / 503 horns
•  2024 TES detectors 

         (1012 each at 150 and 220 GHz)

NIST	proprietary	pictures	removed	



30 years of receiver development 

FIRS.	First	detec8on	of	
CMB	with	bolometers.		
(PI	Steve	Meyer)	

One	of	three	AdvACT	array	of	
~500	feeds.	Combina8on	is		3x	as	
sensi8ve	as	Planck	



ACT	Noise	curves	
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D56 PA1 30.0 µK · arcmin

D56 PA2 22.0 µK · arcmin

D5 12.0 µK · arcmin

D6 10.5 µK · arcmin

From	Louis	et	al.	2017	

White	noise,	Cl~l2	

Polariza8on	signal	does	not	
follow	the	white	noise.	
Need	beker	gain	
modeling...etc.	

Atmospheric	signal	
adds	low	frequency	
(low	ell)	noise.		

~10	Hz	



One	solution:	fast	HWP	rotation		

Incident	polariza/on	
direc/on.	Fixed	

Rota/ng	HWP.	Red	
shows	direc/on	of	
ordinary	axis	during	
one	rota/on.	

Output	polariza/on	
direc/on	and	
polariza/on	sensi/ve	
detectors.	
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Kusaka	et	al,	RSI	85,	024501	(2014)	

Rapid	modula8on	of		
incident	polariza8on	signal.	
Demonstrated	for	CMB	by	ABS	&		
PBear/SA,	used	by	AdvACT	CLASS.	

			Data	stable	on	8me	scales	of		
			500-1000	seconds	(1-2	mHz)	

Akito’s	plot	



Why	not	just	pair	difference?		
A	pair	cannot	be	matched	well	enough	so	there	is	residual		
	
	

HWP	cont.		

ABS			T->P	leakage			0.013%				[Essinger-Hileman	et	al.	RSI	87:4503,	2016]	

	

An	open	ques8on:	Can	a	large	aperture	telescope	measure	to	
low	ell?	

HWP	buys	immunity	to	beam	systema8cs	because	it	samples	
all	polariza8on	orienta8ons	for	one	poin8ng.	
	
Note:		“even”	the	LiteBIRD	satellite	baselines	a	HWP!	
	
	As	sensi8vity	improves,	HWP	ever	more	akrac8ve.	
	
	



Sensi8vity,	always	important	and	gains	can	be	made.		
For	the	ground:	
	
	
	
	

Ul8mate	limits		

Frequency	 30	GHz	 40	GHz	 90		GHz	 150	GHz	 220	GHz	 270	GHz	

Achieved		(µK	s1/2)	 [320]	 [420]good!	 250	 260	 780	 1100	

“Best”	possible	 …	 120	 100-120	 170	 500	 1000	

Single	detector,	single	polariza8on.	From	J.	Gudmundsson	&	LP	

We	will	ul8mately	be	limited	by	foreground	emission	plus	
low-level	systema8c	effects.		
	



Planck’s	353	GHz	dust	map	

	
I’m	not	aware	of	a	foreground	
simula8on	that	captures	the	full	
complexity	of	the	sky.		
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FIG. 2: Left panel: 68% uncertainty levels on r as a function of the minimum multipole included in the analysis for a fiducial
sky area of 4000 deg2. Red and blue lines correspond to S3 and S4 respectively. Solid (dashed) lines show the results with
(without) delensing, and the dot-dashed lines correspond to the same experiments after excluding the Planck 353 GHz channel.
Right: uncertainty on r as a function of sky area for a fixed observation time and for a fiducial `min = 30. The Figure uses the
same color code and line styles used in the left panel. Note that, while the Planck 353 GHz channel could help reduce the final
uncertainty on r for S3, especially for larger sky areas (higher noise), it is irrelevant for S4, given its lower noise levels (the blue
solid and dot-dashed lines are indistinguishable).
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B̃`m are the spherical harmonic coe�cients of the masked
B-mode map and M̂ is the cut-sky coupling matrix. The
latter depends only on the mask applied to the data, and
its analytic expression can be found in [52]. For this
work we have used top-hat bandpowers characterised by
a width �`:

W

k
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where ⇥(x) is the Heavyside function.
We avoid the problem of noise bias by using only cross-

correlations between simulations run with the same CMB
signal but di↵erent noise realizations. This mimics the
usual approach of cross correlating splits of the full data
in CMB experiments. Finally, for each simulation we
compute the covariance matrix of the bandpowers ⌃k,k0

from 1000 Gaussian realizations of the signal and noise
BB power spectrum measured from the two simulations.
These realizations were cut using the same mask used
in the analysis of the simulations, and therefore we fully
account for possible non-zero correlations between band-
powers.

FIG. 3: Sky masks used in the analysis, corresponding to the
cleanest 2000, 4000, 8000 and 16000 deg2 of the sky accessible
from Chile in terms of foreground contamination.

III. RESULTS

A. Fisher matrix forecasts

As a preliminary step, and in order to have an esti-
mate of the most optimistic constraints on r one can
expect from our two model experiments, we have com-
puted their corresponding Fisher forecast uncertainties.
For this we assume global foreground spectral parame-
ters �s = �3, �d = 1.54 and ⇥d = 20.9K, and a fidu-
cial value of r = 0. The foreground spectral parameters
were held fixed, and thus these forecasts will yield the
best possible uncertainties on r. Moreover, we assume
a delensing factor fdl related to the map noise level as

David	Alonso,	Oxford	

South	Pole	

Coverage	

Accessible	from	Chile	
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For	a	convincing	detec8on	of	primordial	B-modes	I	think	
you	will	want:	
	
1)Independent	detec8ons	with	independent	instruments	
(e.g.,	ATLAS	and	CMS)	at	the	~5-sigma	level.	
2)Measurements	in	mul8ple	regions	of	sky.	
3)An	unambiguous	frequency	spectrum.		
	

	Large		aperture	telescopes	will	be	helpful	for	
	foreground	cleaning	at	<90	GHz.	To	achieve	½	degree	
	resolu8on	at	30	GHz	requires	a	1.5		meter	aperture.		


